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Inspiration often comes in small packages. The Miracle is Me is a new board book that carries a simple 
message that children and parents alike will love to revisit again and again.  
The first in a series, The Miracle is Me is an original poem filled with positive messages designed to 
start a childʼs day off on the right foot, or wind down by settling into a good frame of mind. As a parent 
of two, author Kristia Watson brings awareness to daily blessings, the power of a smile, and how we 
are all connected to one another. The Miracle is Me celebrates your child's individuality, consciously 
building young readers' sense of self-worth and self-esteem on every page.   
Watson's gorgeous watercolor art decorates The Miracle is Me, creating a soothing atmosphere 
perfect for families to slow down and reflect together. The book is available in printed format, as well 
as online as a free PDF to ensure broad access for all families. 
Donʼt miss this beautifully written installment introducing children to the idea of living mindfully, in touch 
with their young bodies and growing spirits through the simple idea: the miracle is now, the miracle is 
me. 
 
About the Author: 
 
Kristia Watson is a full-time mother of two boys, balancing the miracle of parenting and a career in the 
technology sector. Once her youngest son began getting a good nightʼs sleep, she tapped into her 
creative interests to develop a book for the “special times of day” when children are at their most 
tender, transitioning from sleep to wakefulness and vice versa. She plans to continue writing a series 
of Miracle-inspired books for young children and their parents to empower families to live mindfully and 
in touch with the love they share. 
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